
        A Thank You For
     “Tackling Technology”



Marg, Alyssa and Himani ...
You are Wonderful!

You took us from knowing very little

To knowing a great deal!!



Hooray!

We are now almost experts

At using the Google Suite !!!



Marg, you knew what we needed!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnLg9ofkzao


Dear Marg,

You had the
Vision and got
Straight to work, 
Finding two
Wonderful Co-op
Students...



         Tackling Technology

Brought to you by: Himani S and Alyssa A.

Episode 2: A Date with 
Sarah G. Slides

A Beginner’s Guide
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Alyssa and Himani, you were excellent teachers...

● You were enthusiastic ...
● You were knowledgeable...
● You were inviting...
● You understood that we were anxious.....
● You stayed calm..
● You gave us clear instructions...
● You gave us positive feedback...
● You helped us understand...
● YOU ARE TEACHERS!!!



Marg is an award winner 



and a Silver Sister….

But ...we think she is 

GOLD!!!



Now a personal thank you from many of your students...



TACKLING TECHNOLOGY ALL-STAR TEAM

ALYSSA

Affable

Logical

Youthful

Sincere

Smart

Articulate

HIMANI

Humorous

Imaginative

Mature

Approachable

Natural

Interesting

MARG

Methodical, Meticulous, Modest

Adaptable, Adventurous, Appreciative

Resourceful, Responsive, Reliable

Good-natured, Generous, Great!



THANK YOU ALL
for well-designed and 
informative tutorials. 

You made them all 
interesting and fun. 



Dear Marg, Alyssa and Himani,
Thank you all so much for sharing your knowledge, skills and expertise with us during the “Tackling Technology” 
Tutorials.
From our first session, you put us all at ease! Your patience and understanding were always present when guiding 
us through a particular skill or answering our questions. As all good teachers do, you allowed us to make 
mistakes but were there to redirect and set us on the correct path. 

I loved the way that Himani and Alyssa took turns going back and forth supporting each other in the 
demonstrations. Marg, as always, was in the background overseeing and evaluating each interaction. Only when 
needed, she stepped in to clarify. The tone of each session was always  respectful, encouraging and very positive. 
There were no foolish questions in your eyes, even though at  times we should have known the answers. 

Your presentations modeled sound pedagogy and the various modalities of learning. The slides you prepared and 
sent to each participant after completion of our sessions will be a fantastic resource and reference, as we practise 
and refine our skills and new learnings.The fact that we are contributing to this little slide presentation is a 
testament to our newly acquired skills and excellent teaching.  



Marg, thank you for always being an “IT Champion” and for stepping in when you 
recognized a need for growth in this area, within the ranks of our membership. You also 
came up with a creative way to solve our needs while serving the needs of two wonderful 
co-op students! Himani and Alyssa, you arrived at these sessions already highly skilled 
and knowledgeable. Over the course of my involvement, I watched you develop and 
become more confident and highly polished presenters and instructors. I hope that you 
enjoyed your experience as much as I did! We were all very fortunate to be in the 
presence of a “master teacher” and benefit from Marg’s knowledge and skills. Again, 
my sincere thanks.

Big Virtual Hugs



Thank You!
We are all on our own path when 
it comes to learning technology. 
Thank you Alyssa, Himani and 
Marg for helping us to find a 
smoother path in support of 
learning some Google Suite 
skills. We can now move forward 
empowered by what we know.
You did a Great Job!!!



Dear Himani, Alyssa, and Marg,
You have Illuminated the Possibilities of Google Suite!  

Thank you and Ontario Alpha Delta Kappa for a wonderful 
learning opportunity.  Your work product and presentations are 
beyond awesome!

With Many Thanks...



Dear Alyssa, Himani and Marg,

You have not only given us the 
tools we need. You have inspired 
us to go forth with confidence to 
inspire others.



To Marg for her vision and her leadership...

To Alyssa and Himani for their knowledge, 
help, patience, enthusiasm and creativity...



Marg, Alyssa and Himani

Thanks to you

ADK Ontario is Buzzing With Opportunity

You are AMAZING
You are DEDICATED
You are KIND

THANK YOU!!


